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Well here we are in 2018.
Each year just seems to go quicker and quicker.
I hope you all had a great Christmas and a Happy
New Year. Axel and I spent our day with my son,
daughter-in-law and their baby son. It was wonderful
to be able to share his first Christmas...not that he'll
remember it.
We then spent a week camping at Ashford, a little
town about 55kms north of Inverell. Ashford is a very
friendly town, but like many small towns has lost
most of its shops and businesses to the larger towns
around. Although it was very dry, there was feed in
the paddocks and the sheep and cattle were in good
condition. The Severn River flows just near the town
and we were fortunate enough to be able to get in a
couple of days kayaking.
I am looking forward to this year with some new
gardens to see and places to visit.
Orchid painting by Jan
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The first Garden Club meeting of the year got off to a cracking start with a large turn-out of Food Group members to Jan
Lobban’s property in Tyalgum. Black clouds promised a big dump of rain but failed to deliver and the morning became
progressively steamier.
Plenty of shade in Jan’s 5-acre landholding
enabled us to stay cool and enjoy the panoramic
views from her magnificent gazebo.
Jan inherited a native rainforest of cabinet timbers
on the steep slope at the rear of the 20-year-old
property and the previous owners also planted
some lovely ornamental trees nearer the house.
Since moving in seven years ago Jan’s gardening
has consisted of basic maintenance, mainly weed
control, a constant job which she admits will defeat her as she grows older. We all enjoyed the feature of a Flindersia
growing out of the carcass of a cedar long-abandoned by timber-getters.
Here’s the gist of our conversation.

Barbara has enjoyed good success with her
Japanese spinach, bought as seedlings from the
Wednesday M’bah farmers’ market. It has round
leaves and slim stems and tastes like silverbeet
although not as strong.

Sue Yarrow is growing Okinawa spinach
which she originally got from Philip. It’s like a runner
forming a scrambling plant. It has purple underleaves
and pretty yellow flowers. It needs to be grown from cuttings to preserve the purple colouration – seeds revert to
plain green. Eat the young leafy tips.
 Philip has been monitoring the wild peach trees growing along Tyalgum Creek Road, which don’t usually produce
much edible fruit. This year they are doing well and seem to be fruit-fly free. He has bagged a few of the best fruits
and has been enjoying eating tree-ripened bounty. He brought slips of red pineapple to share and an idea for kulfi
‘ice cream’ using mango gluts.
 Helen’s rough pineapples have been deliciously sweet and juicy. She’s also enjoyed fruit from her papayuelo, a
cool-climate relative of papaya. Its fruits taste like a cross between a Granny Smith apple and a feijoa and fall from
the tree when still unripe. Bring them indoors and in around five days they’ll ripen and produce an exotically fruity
perfume.
 Di bought a wicking bed for her vegetables on the internet called the Vegie Pot. She is quite pleased with it as the
cover protects her edibles from marauding critters. Being a wicking system she can leave it for five days without
watering. Di also brought along some African horned melons (known as Kiwano in New Zealand, Cucumis
metuliferus) which grow on a vine and can take over. Wait until these intriguing fruits ripen to sunset orange before
consuming.
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 Pam and several other people said that herbs were the only things that were
growing well in their gardens at the moment. They seem to cope quite well with
the heat and humidity.
 Like just about all of us Martin is treading water in his garden until the weather
cools. He has grown lots of good tomatoes but brought along one with a
deformity. Hartmut thinks it’s caused by irregular watering.


Jean is the new trombocchini queen! We are all jealous. She’s been making
proper kimchi and has an industrial quantity of Korean chilli powder which she
is going to package up into small bags to share at the next meeting.
(R - Jean’s pretty impressive trombocchinis on the swap table)

 Hartmut’s ‘volunteer’ pumpkins are growing huge and his rosellas are so prolific
he’s already made three batches of jam. He’s been selling that to Fallen Leaf café in Burringbar. He has also been
selling quantities of ginger and turmeric to Cafe Notes (formerly The Duck in and then River Flows) in Tweed Valley
Way, South Murwillumbah. They are always happy to buy turmeric if anyone has a glut – wash it well first. He
recommends their coffee and well-priced, delicious Indian food. Look out for Hartmut’s article on Aibika in this
newsletter – he will be bringing cuttings of these plants to the meeting on 24 th February if anyone wants some.
 Sue H regaled us with the latest instalment of her guinea fowl saga. They’ve produced hundreds of eggs between
them but unfortunately when the hen is sitting on the clutch she is at her most vulnerable. This is the origin of the
expression “sitting duck”. She has lost three females to local dogs.
 Kirsteen is raising three peachicks – i.e. young peacocks. Her pumpkins are going bananas!
 Dot has moved back to the Tweed after a few years in Ocean Shores. No vegie garden as yet but that will come in
time. Welcome back Dot!
 For the first time in her life Jackie has succeeded in growing eggplants – see evidence as below shared on the swap
table – well done Jackie!
 Visitors Liz and Paul moved her from Sydney four years ago and live next door to
Peter and Marie who brought them along to the Food Group. Their house has required
considerable work but now that that is finished they’re doing the garden. They are using
the KISS principle – Keep it Simple Sweetheart! Peter and Marie have been very helpful
and encouraging.
 Marie has been redesigning a section of their garden, enlarging a bed to remove a
lawn and minimise awkward mowing. She recommends John at Murwillumbah
Showground monthly market for his bromeliads.
John has been living in the area and selling
plants at the markets for years and has some
unusual, exotic and rare specimens at very reasonable prices. Also
recommended is the cacti and succulents man at Kingscliff markets. He
recycles plastic pots.
 Amanda has temporarily abandoned her vegie garden until the weather
turns and is in the process of transforming her back lawn into a food
forest.
R - The lovely hosts – Jan Lobban with her husband Alec
Huge thanks to Alex Deen for all the pics used for the Food Group piece.
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A few Fridays ago the 2018 season of Gardening Australia began (note new time: Fridays 7.30-830 pm). The program
included a segment on ‘Aibika’, a Pacific green leafy vegetable. This is not well-known in subtropical Australia, so I have
put together some bits and pieces of information - including a couple of recipes - for UGC members to try. Aibika is a
short-lived perennial shrub growing in the subtropics and tropics, grown and enjoyed in many places around the Pacific
(you may possibly have seen this plant in our garden in Burringbar).
It is the most common leafy green vegetable of choice in Papua New Guinea. The plant can grow to 3 metres or more
with soft green leaves. Younger leaves and young shoots can be eaten raw, steamed, boiled, stir-fried or added to
soups. Aibika leaves, often with four or five ‘fingers’, can grow to quite a large size with a large range of leaf shapes,
and stems are usually green or red. Aibika is closely related to Hibiscus (the young leaves of which are also edible). The
cooked leaves have a bit of a slimy texture when eaten, like okra, but this does not detract from the overall positives and
significance of this plant as a food and it can be cooked and eaten with other food
such as bananas, sweet potato or meat dishes.
In PNG some 70 varieties have been identified. The photo at right shows one leaf
shape called ‘Long Finger’.
Interesting details about the composition of aibika^ include the following:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Kilojoules/100 gms
197.4
Protein
5.7%
Fat
0.3%
Calcium
580 mg per 100g
High lutein and carotene levels
Magnesium levels good for energy, nerve and muscle function
Aibika plant
High in vitamins A and C and iron
Good balance of amino acids and minerals
Aibika has 12 times the beta carotene content, 20 times the foliate content and 5 times the vitamin content of
tomato”+

The high protein level makes it a great leafy green for adding to vegetarian or vegan diets since the leaves can be
added in raw or cooked form to everything!
Aibika is a hardy shrub that thrives where it is warm and wet. It can be prone to grasshopper damage and attacks by
caterpillars. It prefers full sun but will grow in partial shade; it likes rich fertile soil that is kept mulched. Plants flower and
self-sow readily. Aibika is not frost tolerant, but can be easily grown in large pots and moved around as necessary.
Aibika leaves can be harvested all year around; yields of 2.8 tones/ha are reported*.
Propagation: Aibika is one of the easiest plants to grow: prepare cuttings 15 to 30 cm long, each having one or more
nodes. Then plant vertically, with at least one node under the soil, in well-drained soil or pots. Keep these planted
cuttings moist but not too wet until they begin to shoot. Plants may die back in cooler seasons, especially if shaded but it
is a perennial and those growing in full sun will thrive. Rejuvenate your plants by planting out cuttings after a year or so.
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Finally, two recipes to try: 1) Aibika leaves in coconut cream (can be eaten as a side dish or added to a chicken or
fish dish).
Ingredients:
3 cups coconut cream
1 tsp turmeric powder
1 clove crushed garlic
1 tbsp grated/chopped ginger
1/2 chopped onion
salt to taste
2-3 handfuls of aibika leaves
1 or 2 chopped tomatoes (optional)
Method:
1. Place de-stemmed and washed aibika leaves in a pot, add coconut cream and heat until it starts to boil.
2. Add onion, ginger, garlic, turmeric, tomato and salt (to taste) and bring back to boil.
3. Cover pot with lid and leave to simmer for around 15 minutes on lower heat.
Can be served with chicken or fish dishes.
2) Stuffed aibika leaves (somewhat like stuffed vine leaves)
Harvest fresh aibika leaves with stems, trim off stems, wash and dry
Filling
•
•
•
•
•
•

cooked white or brown rice
100 gms hard tofu, diced small
1 small red onion, diced
1 crushed clove garlic
1 tbsp sweet chili sauce
1/4 red capsicum, finally diced

Cooking sauce:
•
•
•

1 x 100 ml can coconut cream
1 cup water
1/2 tsp vegetable stock powder

Method:
1. Mix all the filling ingredients together in a bowl. Place one tablespoonful of filling towards the stem end of an aibika
leaf. Roll the stem end of the leaf over the filling, and fold in the sides of the leaf package. Finally, roll the leaf up
and secure with a toothpick of small skewer. Continue until you have used up your filling. Arrange the leaf packages
in an oiled baking dish.
2. Mix the coconut cream, stock powder and water, then pour over the leaf rolls. Bake at about 180C for 20 minutes.
3. Serve hot or cold with sweet chilli sauce or other condiments.
[Some references: 1. French, B. R. 2006. Food Plants of Papua New Guinea: A Compendium. Revised Edition. Self-published. 2. Goebel, R.,
Taylor, M., & Lyons, G. 2013. Top 10 nutritious legacy vegetables in the Pacific: Fact sheets. Canberra, Australian Centre for International
Agricultural Research. 3. R.J. May 1984. Kaikai Aniani: A guide to bush foods, markets and culinary arts of Papua New Guinea. Bathurst:
Robert Brown & Associates (Aust) Pty. Ltd
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The annual bus trip this year will be to Coucals Garden, a spectacular open garden of 2 acres at Mt Crosby situated in
the hinterland of Brisbane (www.coucalsgarden.com/about_us.html). The garden is ONLY open to the public on
nominated days for charities and this year the entry fees will be donated to the Australian Red Cross. Cost for members
is $25 and for non-members $30. Payment can be made to Bonnie via a sealed envelope with amount and name(s) on
the front. Payments can also be made via EFT. Please make sure your name(s) and “Bus Trip 2018” are noted in the
Reference box if you send by e-link. Payments can also be made via EFT. Details are:
Southern Cross Credit Union
BSB: 722-744
Account Name: Uki Garden Club Inc
Account No: 90867
Reference: Surname+BT
Some pictures of the garden are below and more info will be forthcoming in the March newsletter or you can contact Jan
Brooks at jaxel@bigpond.com or catch up with Jan at the next General Meeting.

On behalf of Marilyn and Graham Gough who volunteer in Wedgetail Retreat’s garden once a fortnight, Gillian passed
on their plea for help in the vegie patch there. Tweed Palliative Support operates without government funding and
Wedgetail Retreat relies almost entirely on volunteers. Michael underlined the importance of supporting this vital and
unique organisation in the Tweed and suggested it would be an ideal place for the Garden Club to support on an
ongoing basis.
Hartmut Holzknecht will be coordinating a group to make regular, perhaps fortnightly, visits to Wedgetail to check on the
raised vegetable and herb garden and to do maintenance. Anyone interested in being placed on a roster, make one visit
over the next 12 months, please contact Hartmut on his mobile : 0448880209, or email
hartmutholzknecht215@gmail.com
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This Australia Day saw our very own Jenny Kidd being awarded
2018 Tweed Shire Council’s Volunteer of the Year.
It was shared between two recipients, Jenny and Pat Tate from
the Banora Point and District Progress Association.
Jenny was at the forefront of the massive cleanup in
Tumbulgum following the devastating floods in March last year.
“Ms Kidd has been honoured for her work in the Tumbulgum community following the March
2017 flood when she worked to coordinate the efforts of Council, Rural Fire Brigade, the SES
and other organisations. Nominated twice, she is well known in her local community as a
tireless worker who devotes significant time and effort to her role as Tumbulgum Community
Association President”. (Pic & text taken from the Tweed Shire Council website)
Many congratulations to Jenny on behalf of the Club for this important award – which followed
on from her other Australia Day 2018 award for Citizen of the Year for Tumbulgum.
Well done Jenny, we’re all very proud of you!

Whilst summer is still in full swing, and the mercury continues to rise
and dry out the landscape, please remember that fire permits from the
NSW RFS are required until March 31st.
Please continue to leave drinking
water containers, at various levels for
various critters, in shady locations
around your yard.
As you can imagine, this hot weather takes its toll on native fauna also.
If you do come across any native fauna in distress, please contact the amazing team @ Tweed Valley Wildlife Carers for expert
advice. (Hotline no. is 02 6672 4789)
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For some reason this has been a good year for Richmond
Birdwing Butterfly sightings. Hopefully this is the start of a trend
that will continue and they will become regular visitors.
The butterfly larva feeds almost exclusively on the Butterfly vines
Pararistolochia praevenosa or Pararistolochia laheyana. Large
numbers of the vine have been planted by individuals and
conservation groups in an endeavour to maintain adequate
populations.
Burringbar Nursery maintains a supply of this vine. Or, if you are
keen, you can try propagating your own. This link provides good
information on how to do that.
https://noosalandcare.org/fact-sheet-v6.pdf
Above - Group of male birdwing butterflies feeding on Pentas blooms – Tony Stanhope

This is an interesting article suggested by Sue Holzknecht, and advises
why we should not necessarily use coffee grounds as a much in Tweed,
where the soils tend to be quite acidic already. It also explains the action
of caffeine on plants.
Coffee plants (Coffea spp.) use caffeine to suppress the growth of
competing roots and seedlings of other plant species. Caffeine impairs the
ability of plants to absorb water and nutrients and it slows the growth of
soil microbes – it impacts on the biological activity of soil, including
beneficial mycorrhizae.
Caffeine is a biochemical whose purpose is to affect the germination,
growth, survival, and reproduction of other competing plants. Over time, the
accumulation of caffeine in the soil gradually affects the viability of older coffee plantations (a coffee plant’s productive life is
between 7 and 20 years). Extra inputs, like fertiliser and mulch, become extra costs to the grower over time, reducing profit.
Coffea cherries, Bali – pic courtesy of Wikipedia

Do not add coffee grounds to worm farms. If you reuse coffee grounds regularly, dilute their impact on plants by mixing them in the
compost heap, spread them thinly over the soil or spreading them around the garden.
If you would like to read more – click on the link below:
https://jerry-coleby-williams.net/2017/12/10/coffee-grounds-as-a-herbicide/
Thanks to Sue for bringing our attention to this!
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The Uki Garden Club’s 20th year has begun and with it new opportunities for members to make use of the UGC
Seedbox. We are currently in the middle of summer with all the wonderful foods and fruits and flowers that this time of
the year brings. What you have in your garden will soon be flowering and setting seed - time to save some of that seed
to share with others. Soon autumn will arrive and gardeners’ thoughts turn to what we can grow to carry us through
autumn and winter into spring. This means also that we should be thinking about seeds and seedlings to plant in our
gardens. Remember, too, that our own club seeds come from members to share with other members at only 50 cents
per packet!
New seed additions to the seed box from the end of 2017 and early 2018:





Mustard ‘lettuce’ seeds;
Cos (Romaine) lettuce;
Pink-flowering Zephyranthes (storm lilies) seeds; and
2017-2018 season rosella seeds.

Members donations of seed:
 When donating seeds to make available for other members through the seed box please remember to write the
name of the plant from which you got the seeds, general area where it was collected, a date, at least your initials
and any other information that may be of interest to other members.
 Please deliver the seed in as clean a state as you can by getting rid of any trash, dry pods, etc., before you hand
them in.
The UGC Seedbox:
 The seed box will be available at every UGC meeting for members to use and from which they can purchase seeds.
Please make use of it!
 When I took over as custodian of the seed box last year I did an inventory of the seed packets in it and this was
circulated at a meeting in 2017. I will do another inventory in March and this update will be available for members to
review at the club meeting on March 24th.
 Each packet of seeds in the seed box has the year written on the packet. Most seeds have a couple of years within
which they remain viable and can be successfully planted. I will soon be starting to take out the oldest seed packets
from the box and make these available for members to take home at no charge.
 One of the items that goes to meeting with the seed box is a catalogue from Eden Seeds. The one I inherited with
the seed box was from 2013-2014. I have now replaced this with the Eden Seeds catalogue valid for our current
period, 2017-2018.
The Murwillumbah Public Seed Library:
 The Murwillumbah Public Library has a seed library that anyone can access and from which to obtain seeds. This is
the only place where seeds are cheaper than the UGC Seedbox - the Seed Library seed packets are FREE!
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(adapted from Chin Chin, The Book)
Fresh corn from the garden is wonderful at this time of year. The fritters in the photo combine fresh corn kernels with
eggs and herbs from our garden.
Ingredients
6 corn cobs
3 eggs
2 tbs light soy sauce
1 chili, finely chopped
2 kaffir lime leaves, finely sliced
Small knob of ginger, finely chopped
Coriander leaves, about ½ bunch
Mint leaves, about ½ bunch
2 cups of SR Flour
Vegetable oil for frying

To serve
1 cup of chili jam
Ginger sliced very thinly
Small mint leaves
Betel leaves

[

Method
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Cut corn kernels from cobs.
Process half the kernels in a food processor with eggs and soy sauce.
Transfer to a large bowl.
Stir in remaining kernels, chili, lime leaves, ginger, coriander and mint.
Gradually add flour to reach a firm mix - holds shape on spoon and does not run over.
Deep fry tablespoonfuls until dark golden brown, about 4 mins. If you wish to shallow fry make fritters flatter.
Serve on betel leaves with a very thin slice of ginger, a teaspoon of chili jam and a mint leaf.

Makes about 12.
Tasty and wholesome in a refreshing way. Leftovers (if any) are also great for breakfast.
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 Keep the water up to your vegetables, particularly sweet corn which is a very thirsty plant.
 If you haven’t grown sunflowers this summer, it’s not too late to put some seedlings in if you can find them, or
alternatively buy a packet of seeds. You’ll enjoy the happy flowers and have fun watching the birds sit on top of
them as they eat the seeds.
 Apply some nitrogenous fertilizer (Nitrosol) around your annual vegies and flowers. After a long, hot summer they’ll
appreciate an extra feed.
 Remove spent flower heads and dead stalks and foliage from daylilies to keep them looking their best.
 Check under pots and stones for colonies of slugs and snails. They’ll gather in the coolest places to avoid the heat
at this time of the year, and it’s easy to collect them and put them out of your misery. The kindest way to do this is
pop them in a bag and freeze them, like cane toads.
 Keep a handle on powdery mildew on your cucurbits and use a milk spray
(one part full cream milk to ten parts water) in the morning on the fresh
leaves. Remove old, badly affected leaves and bin them, do not compost
them. Watch for weeds –they come from nowhere every time it rains. If you
turn your back on them now you’ll regret it.
 Deadhead hydrangeas to encourage another flush.
 Start thinking about what preparations to make to get ready for planting
your winter vegies. Depending on the weather, it might be all-systems-go by mid-March. At the very least sprinkle
around some lime in areas where you intent to grow leeks, chives and shallots,
making sure it soaks into the soil with a good application of water. Then apply
mulch to keep it all in.

Have you checked your worm farm recently? Worms eat more in the
summer than in the winter and need topping up with vegetable scraps regularly.
It’s always a good idea to swap the tray layers around as you are putting in the
food. If the farm is slimy and smelly, mix in a small amount of dolomite and
some shredded newspaper. Use any worm juice that’s collected in the base
before it evaporates in the summer heat.

If you make compost in a ‘dalek-like’ bin, lift the lid and water the
contents. They dry out quickly at the moment, and the contents will rot down much better if they are kept moist.
 Citrus are already starting to put on good fruit, so feed them with a specially-formulated granular preparation, or give
them a dose of Dynamic Lifter. Water well before and after application.
 If you’re running out of space in your flower garden, Dipladenias (or Mandevillas) (pic
at right) grow really well in pots and flower just about all year round. They also come
in a wide range of eye-catching colours nowadays.
 Keep the lawns mowed and remove the worst broadleaf weeds by hand if you can. If
you can’t, wait till autumn and apply a spray-on weed’n’feed product.
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My vanilla scented Stanhopea Orchid
has finally flowered not once but twice
within a couple of weeks.

First flower in five years. And only for a day. Recently moved
the pot so maybe it likes the new spot and won't take as long to
flower next time.

Wild peaches are a welcome roadside find in midsummer around the Tweed
Valley. Once stewed by early settlers, this particular tree has distinctive
beaked fruit and a rosy blush, full flavoured compared to store bought
varieties. And not a fruit fly in sight...
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Hi there to all,
Some of you may know that my partner John
& I will be heading off in our caravan on
Saturday 3rd February.

The Combined Garden Clubs are holding a Picnic Day
at The Noosa / Cooroy Botanical Gardens on
Wednesday 30th May 2018. This day will be similar to
the Friendship days that were hosted by Clubs from the
Northern Rivers. Good reviews from past events. For
more Information, contact Kevin 0400 793 930.

We will be away for at least 6
months...travelling down thru country NSW,
VIC & into SA to check out lots of wonderful
places yet to be discovered by us.
We have been right around OZ & thru QLD a
few times, which we just loved, so we are
looking for places a bit greener this time.
I will miss everyone & Garden Club Saturdays,
but I am sure I will get to see some beautiful
gardens along the way.
The lovely Alex Deen will be looking after you
all with the raffles, so keep up your generosity
and good luck winning some great
prizes...Thankyou Alex for taking this on & I
know you will do a wonderful job (not too
much harassing).
I will send some photos of gardens back
during our trip, so you have not lost complete
contact with me.
Best wishes to all, if you are travelling, stay
safe & stay well...Couz’n Lynn O’Hara xx
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2018 Brisbane Garden & Plant Expo

On Monday February 19, Council will divert all
traffic on to the western side of the road to
allow them to work safely on the eastern side
of the road to widen the southbound shoulder.

Doomben race course, Hampden St Ascot
Friday 16th & Saturday 17th March - 8am to 5pm

During works, a 40kmh speed limit will apply
under the direction of stop / slow flagmen.

Day Entry Pass
Adult.................................$10

Work will be undertaken from 7am to 4pm
Monday to Friday.

Concession Card.................$8

The project is expected to take 12 weeks to
complete and will deliver physical separation
of northbound and southbound traffic, twometre-wide road shoulders, 3.5-metre-wide
traffic lanes and a two-metre wide centre
median.

Children under 15............FREE
http://www.plantexpo.com.au/

For more info go to
http://www.tweed.nsw.gov.au/Newsroom/2281
Thanks to David Kidd for letting us know :>

Sue and Fran do a wonderful job with the monthly
newsletter and as part of our 20th birthday
celebrations in August it’s been agreed that we
could do a bumper issue.
Unfortunately Fran is not able to engage in this
special project (although she’s still happy to work
with Sue on the regular newsletter) so Julia has
volunteered to help put it together along with Alex
Deen.
However, Julia and Sue are not computer literate
enough to see it through from go to whoa and so
need some help with the “desktop publishing”
aspect of this undertaking.
Can anyone help with scanning, page layout and
captioning?
If so, please ring Julia on 02 6672 2506.
.
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Address and directions for February General Meeting
Saturday 24th February 2018 – 2pm start
Madeleine Murray - 0413 247 077
62 Clareville Rd
Smiths Creek, NSW, 2484

Clareville Rd is off Smiths Creeks Rd, about
2km from the Kyogle Rd eastern entrance to
Uki.
Parking: Please park along the lawn strip or
below the wooden post on the opposite side.
There is an empty field there. Try to parallel
park on the empty field. Please don’t park on
the neighbour’s grass.
Remember that Madeline will have some
delightful ceramic planters that she has made
for sale at the meeting – pic of one of her creations is above right.
Address for March Food Group Meeting
Tuesday 13th March 2018 – 9.30am start
Kingscliff Garden Nursery at 438 Cudgen Road, Cudgen.
If coming from Murwillumbah, drive north along Tweed Valley Way, turn right onto Cudgen Road, and the Kingscliff
Garden Nursery is on the right hand side, quite a long way along Cudgen Road towards Kingscliff. Drive in the front gate
and around to the right of the Barlow Alpaca Barn, and there is plenty of parking at the back.
Kingscliff Garden Nursery is a family-run plant nursery, with an amazing variety of plants on sale. Judy Barlow will be
our hostess and has invited us to have our meeting on her lawn. If it is raining, we can meet in her Alpaca shed at the
back.
Come through the nursery and we will set up behind the Alpaca Barn. Please bring chairs, cups, something to share for
morning tea, and something for the Swap Table. There are no vege seedlings for sale here, but some beautiful tropical
plants to buy so “bring yer money with ya” (as they used to say!).

Well that’s it for the first newsletter for the year! As always – many thanks to all the contributors for this month’s
newsletter. Keep sending your hints, tips, recipes, travel stories, bragging photos to us at ugcnew@gmail.com
And thanks as always to our printer – Sandra & Alan Guthrie at Poster Paradise. Find them at 97 Main St,
Murwillumbah (next to Tweed Fruit Exchange) ph: 6672 4833 or email postpar@bigpond.net.au
Cheers Fran & Sue
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